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– Stefano Ghisolfi, Climber

"It's a long process but it's worth it, because when I accomplish
my mission I feel light, almost weightless. And from there, I can fly
with my mind on the next adventure"

IS

Stefano Ghisolfi, leading athlete of the Moena Fiamme Oro,
has inborn class on his side, which has taken him to top level
competitions on artificial walls and on rock, his favourite
environment which excites him most. The twenty-year old from
Turin, a professional climber in the Fiamme Oro Sport Group,
has become the world's third climber capable of tackling a 9b+

route and, in doing so, exceed the boundaries of excellence.
His astounding achievements began way back in 2007.
Grip after grip, he made himself known to reach the top of
national and international sport climbing rankings to become
the world's third climber to successfully tackle a 9b+ route.
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As regards outdoor climbing, the
young man, who moved from Turin
to Trentino, has not only managed
to climb 6 routes classified as 9b,
but is also one of only five climbers
in the world to have climbed a 9b+
rockface.
6
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"Stefano Ghisolfi (Turin, 18 February 1993) is one of Italy's best
ever climbers. He is one of the most eclectic athletes on the
Italian climbing scene: a member of the Fiamme Oro, he has
won Italian titles in all three specialities of lead, speed and
boulder and has also distinguished himself in rock climbing.
Ghisolfi has dominated Italian lead climbing for several years
and has won various Championships and Coppe Italia in this
speciality. He took part in the World Cup as part of the Italian
team and won 6 rounds of the circuit and came second in the
general ranking in 2017 and 2018.

As regards outdoor climbing, the young man originally from
Turin has not only managed to climb 6 routes classified as
9b, but is also one of only five climbers in the world to have
climbed a 9b+ rockface. He followed this by climbing the
Perfecto Mundo in Magalef, Spain, recognised by one and all
as one of the most difficult routes in the world. He repeated his
achievement in 2020 with Change (again a 9b+) to become the
third climber in the world to have climbed more than one 9b+
route, one of the most difficult world sport climbing feats on
rock."
8

Palmares
World Cup
6 times gold medallist in a circuit round
2nd place in the 2017 and 2018 general rankings

Coppa Italia
7 times Winner in 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2017, 2018
Outdoor – Falesia
7 times completed a 9b route
2 times completed a 9b+ route

Italian Championships – Lead
7 times Winner in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017, 2018 and 2020
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Contact with the rock and the feeling
of being one step away from the sky
require uncommon tenacity and
determination.

SPORT &
OUTDOOR
One of the privileges climbing gives is
the opportunity to travel the world in
search of a paradise, in which to climb
and enjoy some of the most impressive,
natural panoramas on the planet from
a privileged position. No wonder a great
athlete like Stefano Ghisolfi loves nature
and outdoor life in general. Never-ending
training and his great perseverance
have made him one of the world's top
climbers. He always alternates the tough
gym sessions required to prepare for
competitions with open-air climbs.
In fact, as soon as Stefano gets the
chance, he prefers rock climbing, his

natural world. This enables him to make
long-term plans and raise the bar of the
challenges to beat, unlike the indoor
competitions where it all begins and ends
in just a few minutes. Contact with the
rock and the feeling of being one step
away from the sky require uncommon
tenacity and determination. However, as
he himself suggests, the good thing about
the climb is that everyone can find his or
her own space in this sport, overcome
their personal limits and feel contented.
"Some idyllic landscapes await us at
the top, with which the gym really can't
compete." Ghisolfi and OFF share a
10

passion and an objective, an almost
primeval instinct which binds them to
outdoor life.
This common DNA encourages them to
push the boundaries above and beyond
any possible contact with nature. It unites
them and crowns them as companions in
a journey of adventure and freedom.
A life off-grid and Ghisolfi and OFF's taste
for a challenge drives them to choose
each other and celebrate the climber
as authentic testimonial of the brand's
philosophy.
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"Vanlife" or "life in a Van" is a lifestyle that is increasingly
shared by those who have replaced their holiday with travel.
An increasing number of people have chosen this lifestyle
and transferred permanently to four wheels, in an alternative
attempt to live in contact with nature, far from the daily
customs and conventions we are used to. Stefano's work
and passion for the outdoors and for nature, together with
his approach of discovery and respect for the places he
visits for his climbing sessions, make him a truly modern
Van Lifer, mindful of ecological topics, ready to give up a few
commodities in exchange for some unique experiences.
With the exception of the national competitions disputed
with the Fiamme Oro, when he organises his transfers for

his ventures, he always goes by his Van, together with his
companion Sara, another climber. An interest that began with
climbing, which his childhood memories of campervan holidays
with his parents have certainly contributed to. "When I go round
Europe to climb, I live in a van. Sometimes we use organised
campsites, but whenever possible we prefer wild camping."
Waking up beneath starry skies against spectacular cliffs must
certainly be a great incentive to face long days of training
and spur him on to give his best. He has travelled by van to
some of his favourite places, which have seen his success, like
Flatanger in Norway, where he completed a spectacular 9b
route and splendid Magalef in Catalonia, with some of the most
beautiful cliffs in the world.
12

Waking up beneath
starry skies against
spectacular cliffs
must certainly be
a great incentive to
face the long days of
training.
13
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ARCO DI TRENTO

CÉÜSE
To achieve the unachievable in climbing requires a deep
understanding of the difficulties and uncommon training. Climbers
are heroes, whose sole super-power is incredible devotion to
their training, dictated by their passion for an ever-changing goal.
14

Stefano Ghisolfi is chasing after his with Bibliographie, a 9c route
in Céüse, France, and he is counting on achieving it within the year.
The most difficult sport climbing route in France and only the
second in the world with this level of difficulty.
15
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BIBLIOGRAPHIE
IN CÉÜSE

Climbers are heroes whose sole
super-power is incredible devotion
to their training dictated by their
passion for an ever-changing goal.
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He began preparation this summer
according to his few, simple rules: training
from dawn to dusk following a routine
where performance and knowledge
of his physical limits are necessarily
intertwined. He begins by walking for an
hour along paths that are the only way
to get to the route. A bond with nature
is essential, the prize is a breathtaking
16

view, the ideal setting for an incredible
undertaking, won only by the German,
Alexander Megos. Stefano spends two
days at Céüse, climbing from morning to
night with a day's rest and descends the
cliff only just before dark. His sessions
amidst nature become an absolute must
in this part of his life while living in his Van
with his companion, Sara.
17

The objective is complex and above
all never definitive. In fact, immediately
after this feat, Stefano has already set
another: Silence 9c, the first 9c in the
world in Flatanger, Norway. He would be
the second person after Adam Ondra to
achieve it. The diktat in this challenge will
always be the same: never set limits.

18
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Indel B, the first company to design and create a 24V air
conditioning system to be used for truck stopovers, is now
revolutionising the world of outdoor experience with an innovation,
which removes physical barriers even further and increases
comfort on the road and during breaks.

FREE, REALLY
FREE LEISURE TIME

19

Just when the word revolutionary seemed to have lost all
meaning, perhaps as a result of overuse, along comes PleinAircon and truly revolutionises everything: how does this
product change the way we live the outdoors?
The whole point of Plein-Aircon is this: the restrictions
we have been forced to live with to experience the outdoors,
those cumbersome technical obstacles we have mistakenly
accepted as being impossible to overcome have become a
distant memory to tell future generations in a few years time
during a trip with our campervans and motor-homes. The
world of leisure time, with its planned and unplanned journeys,
has always been restricted by the search for stopovers with
facilities, crowded if not actually full spaces, and by that

stressful programming down to the last mile needed so as
not to give up on a comfortable night’s sleep with proper air
conditioning. Plein-Aircon is the air conditioner that enables you
to live outdoors in complete freedom for the very first time: no
need for a 220V linkup or a diesel generator or inverter, it gives
you a true opportunity to stop where you want, to move away
from the more crowded routes and keep costs low at the same
time. It has taken 3 years to develop, fine tune and improve
to get a unique product which at the same time respects
Indel B's three fundamental pillars: technological innovation,
environmental sustainability and detailed aesthetics, heir to the
best Made in Italy.

Gerardo Boschi,
Commercial Director, INDEL B
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Consumption is definitely of major importance for a device
like this one. How does Plein-Aircon react in terms
of sustainability, economy and performance duration?
Plein-Aircon cools and dehumidifies the campervan and
motor-home compartment up to 6 metres. Unlike evaporative
systems, which are difficult to use under conditions with high
humidity levels, Plein-Aircon is an uncompromising conditioner:
it guarantees a cool environment throughout and can be used
at its maximum power of 1200W during the day to maintain
the temperature during brief stops and at night and while
travelling to guarantee a constant temperature throughout the
vehicle. Consumption was actually the driving force behind the
product design. It was the force behind the entire design, as the

freedom we were talking about earlier can only be obtained, if
consumptions are low enough to permit a major extension in
battery life. Compared to a consumption of at least 50Ah of
traditional conditioners (AC 230V), used at 12V with an inverter,
OFF Indel B's Plein-Aircon drastically lowers the energy output
and guarantees quality night comfort at a standard 16Ah.
Lower consumption levels can be obtained by selecting a
temperature of approximately 24°C. It means having the
opportunity at hand to really do what you want, especially if you
choose to add a auxiliary battery of approximately 150Ah to the
device. An outdoor experience with these possibilities is on a
whole new level.
21

is already third generation, introduced in Dusseldorf in 2020
after prototypes and a pre-production version were developed
for on-road tests. We collected the end user's impressions and
we have to admit they exceeded our highest expectations:
the product fully met the criteria of the RV lovers, who are
notoriously extremely well-prepared technically and above all
always seeking to improve their outdoor experience.
Plein-Aircon becomes an essential, vital device for those who
wish to live the outdoor experience to the full, without putting the
brakes on adventure.

In its first year of production, Plein-Aircon has already been used
by numerous outdoor lovers throughout Europe. What's been
their feedback? And what future technological developments
should we expect from Plein-Aircon?

First and foremost I'd really like to say that Plein-Aircon
is one of our never-ending challenges, like all Indel B products.
What I mean is, we never call the final curtain on any of our
systems: we continue to research and explore new paths
to achieve performance levels that exceed themselves.
This year’s Plein-Aircon, distributed throughout Europe,
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Plein-Aircon becomes an essential, vital
device for those who wish to live the outdoor
experience to the full, without putting the
brakes on adventure.
22

→ Innovative and revolutionary 12V air conditioner, without
having to install inverters or generators;
→ Power 1200W with efficient airflow in two directions with
the possibility of separately regulating each flow;
→ Temperature and operational parameters can be easily
regulated thanks to remote control.
23
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WHY IS SO
SPECIAL?

STEEL
Mobile portable refrigerators

NEWS

OFF magazine

points. Also completely new is the
power and temperature control panel
with integrated bluetooth connectivity
for performance monitoring via
smartphone.

→ A new, external, black, aluminium cover with a matte finish;
→ A reinforced structure with corner moulding, steel handles
and click-lock closures;
→ Internal capacity from 45 to 124l with single or double tank,
operational at -18°C + 4°C and input voltage DC 12/24V.

2022
24

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com
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/ News 2022

line. The evolution of the Steel 2022
range includes retractable handles with
a new design for improved portability,
corner bumpers, even more resistant
snap closures with a hole for the
integrated security padlock and new
reinforced hinges with four anchor

issue one

The all NEW Steel range of portable
refrigerators are tough-built, designed
to withstand extreme weather and
the rugged conditions you face when
off-road or overlander driving. The
new black matte finish completely
transforms the aesthetics of the entire

CRUISE
Installation refrigerators

TRAVEL BOX
Mobile portable refrigerators
OFF magazine

premium but you need to keep food and
drinks chilled, Travel Box has a size to fit
your needs.

→ New, external, black and white, reinforced ABS cover;
→ Digital temperature control panel with Bluetooth connection
and parameter remote control;
→ Internal capacity from 15 to 47l, operational temperature
-18°C + 10°C and input voltage DC 12/24V.

Cruise Indel B refrigerators are true
compressor refrigerators with high
performance comparable to the
fridge in your home. Cruise fridges are
designed for safe food temperature
storage while you travel. The 2022

Cruise range has been upgraded with a
new simple “easy-fix” rapid installation
mounting system ideal for vans. A
new-look contemporary designed
handle is both functional and practical
with as well new inox internal details.

The energy aspect has also been
improved thanks to the optimization
of the refrigeration system to reduce
consumption, while maintaining high
and constant operating performance.

→ SECOP compressor unit with 40 to 60W power;
→ Easy-fix system for a simpler, faster recessed installation
compared to traditional systems;
→ Internal capacity from 42 to 130l, all equipped with freezer
compartment and supply voltage DC 12/24V.

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com
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portable fridge companion. Travel Box
can go wherever your outdoor life takes
you; car camping, fishing and 4x4
overlanding. Travel Boxes are energy
saving with built-in features to protect
your vehicle battery. When space is a

issue one

The all NEW 2022 range of Travel Box
portable compressor refrigerators has
been completely upgraded with new
colors, materials and digital control
panel; this international best-seller is
your reliable, versatile and essential

TOP LOADED
Installation refrigerators

ELITE
Installation refrigerators
OFF magazine

performance comparable to domestic
refrigerators. Elite also comes equipped
with the new “easy-fix” system for quick
and easy built-in installation.

→ Steel door with anti-touch finish and flush handle;
→ SECOP compressor unit with 40 to 60W power;
→ Easy-fix system for a simpler, faster recessed installation
compared to the traditional system;
→ Internal capacity from 42 to 130l, all equipped with freezer
compartment and supply voltage DC 12/24V.

The ideal compressor refrigerator for
small spaces: the Top Loaded line, with
vertical load, solves space problems
related to hinged door opening
without sacrificing storage capacity,

refrigeration performance and energy
eﬃciency. This feature makes them
perfect for being easily installed under
seats, storage chests or dinettes. A
product that is compact in size but

great in performance to optimize space,
especially inside small vans and camper
vans, without sacrificing the advantages
of a real compressor refrigerator /
freezer.

→ Vertical loading opening;
→ SECOP compressor unit with 45W power;
→ Removable refrigerating group with 1.5 m supply cable
to maximise installation flexibility;
→ Internal capacity from 16 to 40l, with single or double tank;
→ Operating temperature from -12°C to +10°C and supply
voltage DC 12/24V.

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com
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minimalistically designed ﬂush mounted
door handle will compliment your
sleek contoured van cabinetry and
save space. Added to the style is our
quietly operating high energy eﬃciency
SECOP compressor that guarantees
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Elite is the stylishly refined new line of
compressor refrigerators ideal for builtin installations where fashion as well as
functionality counts. Elite’s elegantly
styled door has a stainless steel effect
with a practical anti-touch finish. The

DRAWER
Installation refrigerators
OFF magazine

The Drawer range is an ultra-compact
design solution, perfect for ﬂexible
applications inside camper vans and
smaller vans, and unconventional
built-in installations that adapt to any
space on board. The smooth glide

opening mechanism allows you to
easily open and close the refrigerator
with a single movement because we
use durable quality stainless steel
guides with roller bearings. The internal
space can be configured with extreme

ﬂexibility thanks to the drawers with
repositionable compartments, the
freezer drawer and accessories.

→ Anti-touch finish, steel door with sliding opening mechanism
and flush handle;
→ SECOP compressor unit, 40W power;
→ Internal capacity from 49 to 65l, all equipped with freezer
compartment and supply voltage DC 12/24V.

For more info download the catalogue → off.indelb.com
30
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It becomes instinctive to talk about it
when you decide to make the entire world
your home. The beauty of the places
you visit and experience is certainly the
inspiration behind the story-telling, as
well as a burning desire to share these
marvels with those who would probably
never take up this lifestyle. This sums up
Luca with Shams, his faithful four-legged
travelling companion, known as "The
rising van". Luca finds that telling his story

is an authentic way of allowing us into his
world spontaneously without any filters:
everyone is guaranteed the must-have
pleasure of discovery, the proverbial
amazement of seeing breathtaking views
and snippets of a surprisingly simple life
through his experiences.
For Luca it all began with the proverbial
question found in many audacious
beginnings: are you mad to leave
everything behind? And at a certain

point, Luca did just that. He left behind a
narrower comfort zone of eight square
metres that have been his world over the
past 365 days. A journey that began in his
head in Italy and continued on the road,
first in Spain, then Portugal, via Morocco
along the way. The travel programme
continues Luca's way, a bit following
his heart and a bit with a plan in hand.
Discovery is the main thing.
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The Rising Van — A world view van

OFF vanlifers

OFF
VANLIFERS
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@therisingvan
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campsite in northern Sardinia. Travelling
standing still was merely another
exploratory frontier, which enabled them
to consolidate their pioneering role
as full-timers. The only visible sign of
their beginnings is the English Youtube
channel, the first step along their long
path, finally translated into Italian on the
Youtube channel and entitled "Living in a
Camper: Whoseideawasthis?" nowadays
with over 26,000 followers. The objective
34

Mel e Armando: passionate fulltimers
of both channels has always been to give
advice to whoever decides to live a digital
nomadic life in the most congenial way
possible: practical, clear information and
with good audio and video quality.
Armando and Mel are travellers, but first
and foremost they are professionals;
joining forces and talent resulted in
success. Their customer portfolio from all
over continues to be thrilled by them and
to support them. Dogs included.

Arcadia on the road: It's the journey that counts

When they left for the first time nine
years ago, Mel and Armando didn't have
a precise destination and not even a
clear plan, just a common passion for
exploring, travelling and discovering
new cultures. A passion that is still
travelling today in a '95 VW called Mork.
Over the years, only technical vehicle
improvements have stopped them, and
lately Covid, which forced them to stay
put longer than they had envisaged on a
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Vivere In Camper: Macchitelofaffa?

But Alessandro went even further.
He decided to make his knowledge and manual skills available
for the doctors at Buzzi Hospital in Milan. Together with other
keen travellers, he transformed a camper into a self-sufficient
Mobile Surgery, which could provide the population of isolated
villages in Kosovo with all the necessary health services.
"The perfect means doesn't exist, whether you have a
motorbike, a car, a campervan or a tent... you'll always be a
Traveller and you are the only one who knows what you really
need to travel." Alessandro's needs exceeded the boundaries of
mere passion to become a practical help for those who are, as
yet, unable to begin that journey.
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@westfalia_digital_nomads

When you decide to live a nomadic life, one of the initial
problems is to keep your costs low and your independence
high. 43-year old Alessandro is there to help RV lovers do just
that, together with his 31-year old, unique, inimitable Van costing
just EUR 3500 that later became his Spaceship, as he calls it,
a place he has gradually adapted to his own needs and which
has kept him completely independent and has accompanied
him in all his most wonderful adventures. "That's who I am, I'm a
traveller, or a dreamer if you prefer, who decided to use his own
money as it suited me; I didn't need a EUR 80,000 camper. I
needed new technologies and I moulded my manual skills with
my search for new technologies to create my vehicle."

@arcadia.on.the.road
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Off is a project of Indel B, cooling solutions.

off.indelb.com

